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Abstract—During disasters, existing telecommunication infrastructures
are often congested or even destroyed. In these situations, mobile
devices can form a backup communication network for civilians and
emergency services using disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) principles. Unfortunately, such distributed and resource-constrained networks
are particularly susceptible to a wide range of attacks such as terrorists trying to cause more harm. In this paper, we present RESCUE,
a resilient and secure device-to-device communication framework for
emergency scenarios that provides comprehensive protection against
common attacks. RESCUE features a minimalistic DTN protocol that, by
design, is secure against notable attacks such as routing manipulations,
dropping, message manipulations, blackholing, or impersonation. To
further protect against message flooding and Sybil attacks, we present
a twofold mitigation technique. First, a mobile and distributed certificate
infrastructure particularly tailored to the emergency use case hinders
the adversarial use of multiple identities. Second, a message buffer
management scheme significantly increases resilience against flooding
attacks, even if they originate from multiple identities, without introducing additional overhead. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
RESCUE via large-scale simulations in a synthetic as well as a realistic
natural disaster scenario. Our simulation results show that RESCUE
achieves very good message delivery rates, even under flooding and
Sybil attacks.

1

I NTRODUCTION

During floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, nuclear accidents,
or terrorist attacks, fast disaster response can save human
life, limit environmental damage, and reduce economic loss.
Communication technologies are integral to disaster relief
•
•
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operations. However, panic reactions and physical damage
often lead to inoperable local communication infrastructures, e.g., during the 2013 Typhoon Haiyan [1]. To provide
an alternative to expensive satellite-based communication,
many researchers have proposed to leverage the ad hoc
and disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) capabilities of
ubiquitous mobile devices, where all devices relay messages
for others in the network [2], [3]. Nevertheless, due to its
cooperative, distributed, and resource-constrained nature,
DTN communication is vulnerable to many attacks [4].
Adversaries, e.g., terrorists, may exploit such vulnerabilities
to subvert the communication system and disrupt disaster
relief operations. Furthermore, people in panic may spam
the network with messages and thereby unintentionally
jeopardize availability. Existing DTN security solutions attempt to identify and then blacklist attackers [5]. However,
such approaches can exhibit false positives, causing a valid
user to be mistakenly identified as an adversary and be
excluded from communication. Furthermore, Sybil attacks,
where an adversary operates under multiple identities, have
not been addressed in previous DTN research.
In this paper, we present RESCUE, a resilient and secure
device-to-device communication framework for emergency
scenarios which is the first work to provide comprehensive
attack protection. RESCUE’s basic communication protocol
relies on epidemic routing, authenticated and immutable
messages, and an effective acknowledgment processing.
This way, common attacks, such as message or routing
manipulation, blackholing, or impersonation, are already
prevented. Yet, as in today’s Internet infrastructure [6],
the key challenge is to defend against Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks originating from individuals as well as multiple
identities (Sybil attack) that flood the network.
For this purpose, RESCUE pursues a twofold mitigation
technique. First, certificates are used to cryptographically
bind users to network identifiers, which hinders the adversary from assuming multiple identities. Since traditional
static certificate infrastructures may be unavailable in the
disaster area, we propose a novel distributed approach
that enables new users to obtain certificates from mobile
authorities during crisis. Second, RESCUE applies a novel
buffer management scheme called source-elastic buckets (SEB)
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that substantially increases message delivery rates, i. e.,
availability, in the presence of flooding attacks, both from
individuals and multiple identities. At its core, SEB isolates
authenticated messages and allocates buffer capacity fairly
to all source nodes, effectively mitigating flooding attacks
from individual nodes. We presented SEB’s initial design
in [7]. In this work, we extend SEB with priority sets to
provide protection against Sybil attackers as well. As SEB
relies on node-local decisions rather than a (complex) distributed protocol, it provides a minimal surface to attacks and
causes no network overhead by design. In addition, instead
of identifying and excluding misbehaving users from the
network, our scheme provides a fair allocation of available
resources to all users. Hence, RESCUE does not suffer from
false positives, where a valid user is mistakenly excluded
from the emergency communication. We make the following
contributions:
• A mobile distributed certificate infrastructure tailored
to disaster scenarios that hinders an adversary from
assuming multiple identities to perform Sybil attacks
(Section 5).
• A fair buffer management scheme that mitigates the
effect of flooding attacks by individuals (Section 6).
• An extension to our buffer management scheme by priority sets that increases resilience against Sybil attacks,
guarantees at least the performance of direct message
delivery, and supports unregistered users without a
certificate (Section 7).
• An evaluation of RESCUE using large-scale network
simulations in both, synthetic and realistic disaster
scenarios, demonstrating that RESCUE maintains very
good delivery rates even under attack (Section 8).
Furthermore, Section 2 reviews related work, Section 3 depicts our system model, Section 4 describes our minimalistic
communication protocol, and Section 9 concludes the paper
and outlines areas for future work.

2

R ELATED W ORK

Since our communication framework can withstand a variety of attacks (see Table 1), it supports and complements
several existing secure opportunistic communication systems [8], [9], [10]. In particular, it complements a recently
proposed framework for anonymous routing in DTNs [11].
We now review related work on network attacks and possible countermeasures.
Flooding Attacks in DTNs. Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks
on unauthenticated DTNs have been discussed in the literature, but contrary to previous findings [12], we show that
authentication is essential for reliable operation (Section 8).
In authenticated networks, [5] proposes to enforce rate limits
hard-coded in certificates, using an active distributed protocol. Nodes exceeding their rate limit are blacklisted and
excluded from the network. [13] proposes a similar scheme
which also allows for bursty traffic. In contrast to all previous
works, we implicitly solve the problem of flooding attacks using a
fair and elastic buffer management scheme which has the benefits
of not requiring any pre-defined (and possibly arbitrary) limits
and avoiding additional overhead in form of encounter records.
Sybil Attacks in Peer-to-Peer and Mobile Networks. Previous works try to identify Sybil identities and then take

appropriate actions to exclude them from the network. One
approach exploits the users’ social networks [14], [15]. However, this requires communication between peers, which is
feasible for online peer-to-peer systems but not for DTN scenarios. In [16], Sybil identities are detected at direct neighbor
nodes. This approach is suitable for proximity services, but
not for DTNs where Sybil nodes might be multiple hops
away. In [17], nodes bootstrap trust relationships randomly
and then collaboratively filter bogus messages. In contrast
to existing work, we do not try to identify attackers but include
their presence in our protocol design.
Secure Routing. Encounter-based routing in DTNs is used
to intelligently select forwarding nodes based on their contact history, which works well assuming repetitive mobility
patterns. At the same time, it makes the network susceptible to blackhole attacks, where an attacker lies about past
encounters to appear as a strong forwarder. Previous works
have proposed to use signed encounter tickets that are
exchanged upon contact [18], [19], [20], [21]. Unfortunately,
exchanging and verifying these tickets introduces communication and computational overhead. We use epidemic routing to thwart all routing attacks and mitigate the problems of
increased message replicas using effective buffer management and
prioritization.

3

S YSTEM M ODEL

Communication Model. We support a wide range of communication models that are reasonable during emergencies,
including one-to-one (contact with friends or family), manyto-many (within task forces or departments), or one-to-many
(emergency notification broadcasts). Due to the inherent
delay of DTN-based communication and our focus on emergency communication, we consider mainly small messages,
such as text and distress messages (including additional
information, such as GPS location of the sender), serving
a similar purpose as the classic 112 or 911 emergency call.
Compared to rich media (images, voice, video), information
in text messages is more compact, thus, more suitable for
DTN communication.
Adversary Model. We consider an adversary Adv who can
mount network attacks and compromise network entities.
Specifically, Adv can eavesdrop, manipulate, forge, or drop
messages. Furthermore, Adv can assume a limited number
of entities, either by compromising or stealing devices or
by registering multiple times in our system. Unlike the
classic Dolev–Yao adversary model, Adv controls only a
part of the communication channel and a fraction of all
network entities. Moreover, Adv cannot break cryptographic
primitives or tamper with the root authority (see Section 5.1).
In Table 1, we summarize well-known attacks [4] that Adv
can mount, and list RESCUE’s countermeasures to prevent
them.

4

M INIMALISTIC C OMMUNICATION P ROTOCOL

This section describes RESCUE’s communication protocol,
i.e., its routing protocol, message format, and acknowledgment processing. By employing a simple routing mechanism
and a minimalistic frame format, RESCUE is immune to a
large set of common attacks on DTN protocols (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Attack Resilience of RESCUE
ATTACK

C OUNTERMEASURE

S ECTION

Routing manipulation )
Epidemic routing
Message dropping
Blackholing
Message modification o
Authentic immutable messages
Impersonation
ACK flooding
ACKs only for messages in buffer
n User registration
Sybil attack
Priority sets
Message flooding
Source-based elastic buckets
TTL spoofing
Source-based elastic buckets

4.1

4.1
4.2
4.3
5.3
7.3
6.2
6.2

Epidemic Routing

Instead of relying on infrastructure, DTN-enabled devices
exchange messages directly using Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. DTNs
exploit user mobility to increase coverage. To this end,
devices act as “data mules” that store their messages as
well as messages from other users, carry them, and finally
forward them to the destination upon contact. When a
device is in communication range of another device, both
devices replicate and transmit all messages not yet received
by the other device. Therefore, every message is flooded
to every node that comes into contact, spreading like an
epidemic. We use epidemic routing [22] because there are
no routing control messages, thus, mitigating all types of
routing manipulation attacks. In addition, message dropping attacks have no effect, since messages are replicated
to all available neighbors. Carried messages are stored
in the node’s buffer that we protect against flooding and
Sybil attacks, as detailed in Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
When two devices discover each other via Bluetooth or
Wi-Fi beacon frames, they initiate a handshake. As part of
the handshake, both devices first exchange metadata about
carried messages and then start transferring messages that
the other device is missing. However, due to limited buffer
capacity and short contact times (e. g., two cars passing each
other), not all messages might be exchanged. A message prioritization scheme (Section 6.3) determines which messages
are exchanged first upon contact.
4.2

Devices verify messages at each hop by checking the message signature and, if available, the source’s identity certificate. Devices discard messages if a check fails, so that
corrupted messages do not propagate in the network.
We further define the message ID m as a hash h over
all message fields: m = h(s, d, t, ∆t, P). The signature σs
is then calculated on m. We note that all header fields are
immutable, that is, they are not changed in transit, which
would be required for time-to-live (TTL) fields. Immutable
fields allow the signature to protect the entire message and,
thus, they prevent all message modification and impersonation attacks. Assuming that the clocks of all valid nodes
are roughly synchronized,1 the TTL of MSG can be locally
computed by each node with:

Authentic Immutable Messages

Each user possesses a unique signature key pair generated
during initialization. The public signature key serves as a
unique addressable network identifier similar to an IP address. The private signature key is used to sign outgoing
messages. A message MSG contains the source network
identifier s, the signature σs , and, if available, the identity
certificate C . The identity certificate is issued by a certficate
authority and contains the network identifier as well as
an identification token T that we explain in Section 5.
Identity certificates can be cached and only transmitted on
demand to reduce overhead. In addition, a message MSG
contains the destination network identifier d (the public
signature key of the destination), the creation time stamp t,
the message lifetime ∆t, and an optionally encrypted payload
P , resulting in the tuple:
MSG = (s, d, t, ∆t, P, σs , C).

(1)

TTL = t + ∆t − tnow ,

(2)

where tnow is the current time. Nodes regularly remove
expired messages (negative TTL) from their buffers.
4.3

Authentic Acknowledgments

RESCUE uses acknowledgments (ACKs) for one-to-one communication. Previous work [22] has shown that epidemic
routing greatly benefits from ACKs since they free up buffer
capacity for other messages. Upon receiving a message, the
destination creates an ACK as a reply and forwards it with
the same mechanism used for relaying regular messages.
The ACK contains only the message ID m and a signature
from the destination σd :
ACK = (m, σd ).

(3)

Upon receiving and verifying an ACK, intermediate nodes
can safely remove the acknowledged message payload from
their buffers. The ACK is stored until the corresponding
message has expired. Attackers cannot forge ACKs, since
they are cryptographically signed and, hence, cannot purge
valid undelivered messages from the network. Since ACKs
are small, they present a potential attack vector: by creating
a large number of bogus ACKs, an attacker can exhaust
the computational resources of the receiving nodes, because
they have to verify each signature, leading to a DoS. To solve
this problem, nodes in RESCUE only accept and process
ACKs for messages they currently carry. This stops the
spreading of bogus ACKs at the first valid node.
4.4

Storage Overhead

For each message, a node stores meta information m, s, d, t,
and ∆t as well as P and σs in its buffer. After receiving and
verifying an ACK, the node deletes P and σs and replaces
them with σd . In comparison with an insecure scheme, the
storage overhead is the signature σs or σd per message.
Additionally, a node stores the identity certificate C for each
other node s that it carries messages for. If it no longer
carries messages for s, a node can decide to delete C or keep
it to speed up future transfers for messages from s.
1. Mobile nodes can synchronize their clocks via GPS or a cellular
network. Even if synchronization opportunities are no longer available
after a disaster, we can neglect small-scale clock drift that might occur
since TTL is in the order of hours.
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Figure 1: Illustration of our mobile distributed certificate infrastructure. The authorization level (number of stars) decreases from
left to right. Registered users have a higher authorization level than unregistered users. Citizens are depicted in a box with a
separate authorization level.

5

I N - THE -F IELD U SER R EGISTRATION
M OBILE AUTHORITIES

WITH

To establish trust relationships, we deploy so-called identity
certificates that bind important properties in the emergency
context (e. g., user role or affiliation) to the network identifier of users. In this section, we first describe our backbone
certificate infrastructure. Next, we extend the backbone infrastructure by mobile authorities, enabling their operation
during disasters in the field, where the backbone infrastructure is unavailable. Finally, we propose multiple user
identity verification methods that hamper fake registrations
with the certificate infrastructure. This way, an adversary
is prevented from obtaining multiple identities, i.e., certified network identifiers, that could be used to perform
distributed DoS attacks. Fig. 1 illustrates our certificate
infrastructure.
5.1

Static Authorities

The backbone certificate infrastructure consists of multiple
hierarchically organized static Certificate Authorities (CAs).
The root of these CAs constitutes a dedicated authority
named Root Authority (RA) that serves as a trust anchor
and its certificate is pre-deployed on all RESCUE-enabled
devices. Before the actual crisis, the RA establishes relationships with organizations or governments that want to
participate as authorities in the certificate infrastructure. All
authorities initially undergo a rigorous audit, since their
authenticity and trustworthiness are crucial to the overall
security, and negotiate user roles as well as preconfigured
user groups that the authority introduces to the network. For
instance, in Fig. 1, the United Nations (UN) added the user
roles team leader and official, and arranged a preconfigured
user group United Nations, so users can specifically address
all UN members when sending a message. Organizations
manage their own certificate infrastructure and, therefore,
maintain one or multiple, potentially hierarchically organized, CAs. On the lowest hierarchical CA level, CAs issue
identity certificates to staff members. Furthermore, the overall infrastructure contains at least one authority that issues
identity certificates to regular users, i.e., citizens.

Identity certificates bind the public signing keys of users,
which function as their unique network identifiers (see
Section 4), to user properties. Important properties in the
emergency setting are the affiliation (e. g., UN, red cross), user
role (e. g., citizen, physician) and authorization level, which
indicate a user’s permission level and trustworthiness. Figure 1 exemplifies the identity certificate of a UN team
leader, and depicts the authorization level of entities by their
position on the x-axis as well as stars in the certificate.
We further consider certificate revocation to defend
against an adversary who obtains identity certificates by
compromising user devices or infiltrating authorities. Other
reasons for certificate revocation are, for instance, structural changes within organizations or users who quit organizations. RESCUE implements certificate revocation via
certificate revocation lists (CRLs) that are broadcasted in
the network. We distinguish between two different entities:
authorities and users. An authority A can revoke an entity
E if A has a higher authorization level than E , and there
is a certificate chain (i.e., a chain of trust) between A and E .
Upon the revocation of an authority, all certificates issued by
the authority are regarded as invalid, depriving its power.
In case a user identity certificate is revoked, the certificate
is considered invalid and the respective user loses his or
her role, authorization level, and any message transmission
privileges (see Section 7).
5.2

Mobile Authorities

In a disaster area, infrastructure-based communication is
mostly unavailable and, thus, users rarely have a connection
to the static authorities in the backbone infrastructure. This
is not an issue when established user properties are retrieved, since identity certificates can be verified and transmitted between users on demand (see Section 4). Nevertheless, operations that inevitably involve CAs, such as issuing
new certificates or revoking existing certificates, cannot be
performed when static authorities are unavailable.
Therefore, we propose that special privileged users employ their mobile devices to serve as mobile authorities (MAs)
during a crisis. Since it is easier for an adversary to compromise MAs than static authorities, MAs have restricted
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capabilities. In detail, they can only issue identity certificates
for citizens, but not for specific user groups like red cross
staff members. We argue that this is not a restriction, since
professional emergency workers typically set up their systems prior to the disaster or outside the disaster area, where
a connection to static authorities is available. Additionally,
MAs are allowed to revoke identity certificates. An MA M
can revoke a user U , if U is a citizen, or if U has a lower
authorization level than M and both belong to the same
affiliation (Fig. 1).
Since malicious MAs can seriously harm the network,
only privileged and trustworthy users with devices that
satisfy certain security requirements are permitted to become MAs. In the initialization phase, each organization
negotiates the maximum permitted number of MAs they
introduce to the network, and then carefully selects those
users qualifying to become MAs. MA users have a high
social trust level and protect their devices using security
mechanisms like a trusted execution environment, full disk
encryption, and strong passwords. These mechanisms have
shown to significantly increase the effort for physical attacks [23], giving MA users enough time to report and
revoke stolen MA devices.

5.3

Secure Identity Verification Methods

In the following, we present methods that enable static
and mobile authorities to identify registering entities based
on hard-to-forge identification tokens. The identification token and method are part of the identity certificate and
effectively hinder individuals from registering repeatedly
and obtaining multiple identity certificates. Our goal is to
increase the cost for fake registrations, such that bypassing
our subsequently presented flooding and Sybil mitigations
(see Sections 6 and 7) becomes uneconomical for an adversary. We assume that organizations and governments
are already able to supply each staff member with exactly
one identity certificate, e. g., by handing out preconfigured
devices. Therefore, we focus on fake registrations of users
with the authorization level ”citizen”. Citizens that employ
stronger authentication methods during registration with
CAs are considered more trustworthy, indicated by a higher
authorization level in their identity certificate. Messages
from users with high authorization levels are transmitted
preferentially (see Section 6) to encourage citizens to (i)
obtain identity certificates, and (ii) use strong identification
methods during registration. Typically, as summarized in
Table 2, the stronger the identity proof is, the more restrictive (i. e., less applicable) and time-consuming the verification process gets, resulting in limited practical usability. In
the following, we first define identification tokens and then
discuss the identification methods in detail.
Identification Tokens. RESCUE uses identification tokens to
uniquely identify network nodes and implement its flooding protection mechanism (see Section 6). An identification
token T is calculated based on an identifier specific to one
of the identification methods. For example, the identifier for
the SIM-based identification method would be the phone
number. Other methods use different identifiers, which we

discuss later. To enforce a method-agnostic format for T , we
apply a globally known hash function in the following way:

T = hash (“Identification Method” || “Identifier”) ,

(4)

where || is the concatenation operand. For example, an identification token resulting for a SIM-based registration would
be calculated as TSIM = hash(“SIM” || “+491234567890”).
This approach effectively and elegantly thwarts adversaries
that attempt to receive multiple identities by registering
with different MAs. Since the identification token for the
same device and method is constant, all issued identity
certificates would contain the same identification token and
could, thus, be mapped to the same identity.
Identification via Physical Presence. This method constitutes a fallback solution only used by MAs during a
crisis if all other verification methods are inapplicable. For
this method, the identification token is generated from
the devices’s network identifier. While the identifier is not
hard to forge (an adversary could easily generate several
public keys to assume multiple identities), the identification method requires a user to physically approach an authority during registration, and thus spend physical effort.
By spending this effort, we naturally limit the number of
identity certificates that an adversary could receive using
different network identifiers. MAs assert physical proximity
of users by employing short range communication channels
(e. g., QR codes, NFC, or Bluetooth) to transmit identity certificates. Furthermore, MAs manually confirm the issuance
of each identity certificate to prevent an adversary from
obtaining multiple certificates at once. The method has a
weak identification strength, since an attacker can simply
approach different MAs or, with some delay, the same MA
repeatedly. Also, usability is poor, since users cannot register
remotely.
Identification via SIM. The subscriber identity module
(SIM) card is used as an identification token by requiring
the user to enter a nonce that is sent via a call or SMS
to the user’s device during registration. Upon successful
registration, the authority creates the identification token T
using the user’s phone number as the identifier. The approach provides excellent usability and applicability, since
it requires the user to take a minimum effort and SIM
cards are available in many mobile devices. Nevertheless,
an adversary can create fake users by using anonymous
prepaid SIM cards. Also, since the approach requires a
functioning cellular network, it is unsuitable for registering
new users during a crisis.
Identification via Remote Attestation. Authorities can perform a remote attestation [24] with devices of registering
users. This way, authorities obtain an attestation report
that is signed with a device-unique secret attestation key
and a certificate that testifies the validity of the attestation key. The public attestation key serves as the identifier
for the identification token. To date, applicability is good,
as recent Samsung [25], Windows [26], and Android [24]
devices provide remote attestation capabilities. Additionally, remote attestation will become increasingly widespread
with upcoming technologies [27], [28] and MAs could act
as verifiers and thus identify new users during a crisis.
Usually, a backbone in the form of stable connections, e. g.,
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Table 2: Overview of identity verification methods. Ratings
scale from poor (?) to excellent (?????).
Identification
Method

Strength Usability Applicability Available
in Crisis

Physical Presence
SIM
Remote Attestation
eID

?
???
????
?????

??
?????
?????
???

?????
????
???
??

3
7
3
3

cable or satellite uplink, between the different systems that
are responsible for the remote attestation is needed. For
increased resilience and to keep functioning even under
severely challenging network conditions, it is desirable to
not rely on such a backbone but explore new decentralized
and federated solutions [29], [30], [31]. In practice, though,
remote attestation without backbone access has not yet been
implemented.
Identification via eIDs. This method uses national electronic ID cards, which often provide identification capabilities, to identify a user. As an example, the eIDAS regulation
defines electronic identification services in the entire European Union [32]. eIDAS specifies the restricted identification
(RI) protocol, e. g., implemented in the German identity card
since 2010. RI allows a service provider (SP) terminal to recognize an eID chip based on a chip-unique pseudonym. The
chip-unique pseudonym acts as the identifier for the identification token. Using mobile devices as local terminals [33],
authorities can act as SP terminals and securely identify eID
cards of registering users. The approach provides a strong
proof of identity as it is hard to forge eID cards or to obtain
multiple valid eID cards including their PIN. Since MAs can
in principle act as SP terminals, the approach is applicable
during a crisis. As a downside, users must initially activate
their eID cards and have them at hand.

6

L OCAL B UFFER M ANAGEMENT

6.1

Security Requirements and Design

Poor buffer management schemes can expose a network to
flooding attacks. For example, malicious nodes can exploit
trivial schemes such as first-in first-out (FIFO) queues to
replace valid messages with bogus ones [34]. The goals of
our buffer management scheme are: (i) a single attacker
can only occupy a “fair share” (we formally discuss this
in sec:seb:basic) of available buffer space; (ii) maximization
of buffer utilization to increase message redundancy and,
thus, the delivery rate; and (iii) a MA compromise does
not compromise the network (Sybil attacks are discussed in
Section 7). To reach these goals, we apply a locality principle
[35] to allow nodes to decide locally and independently
which messages to store. Hence, nodes do not need to
trust and verify third-party information, which keeps the
attack surface small. Furthermore, bandwidth efficiency is
increased, since control messages need not be exchanged.
6.2

Source-based Elastic Buckets (SEB)

We now present our novel buffer management strategy
Source-based Elastic Buckets (SEB) that, by design, prevents
valid messages from being purged from the network during
flooding attacks. The basic idea is that all messages from a
source s are placed in an isolated bucket Bs . All buckets are
stored as a map B that uses identification tokens as its key.

Bs = B(Ts ).

Since RESCUE uses identification tokens as authenticated
identifiers and ensures message authenticity through digital
signatures, an adversary cannot forge messages in a way
that they occupy buckets of valid users. SEB is fair in
the sense that each bucket Bs has a guaranteed capacity of
Cn = C/n, with n being the number of currently allocated
buckets (number of source nodes that a respective node
currently carries messages from). The occupancy of a single
source bucket O(b) is a non-negative number and is subject
to
X
X
Cn = C.
(7)
O(b) ≤
b∈B

Within the buffer, a node stores unacknowledged and unexpired messages. If there are many such messages, a node
might not have the resources to store them all: at some point,
it needs to decide which messages to keep and which to
drop. Given a set of messages and a buffer with a nodedefined capacity C , the buffer management has to decide
which messages to store in the buffer without exceeding its
capacity to enforce:
X
|MSG| ≤ C.
(5)
MSG

Besides this hard constraint, buffer management can have
multiple optimization goals, e. g., throughput maximization,
delay minimization, or delivery reliability. In this work, we
are concerned with security, in particular resilience against
DoS attacks. To this end, we first motivate the need for security mechanisms in the buffer management, define security
requirements, and then present a novel secure buffer management strategy, Source-based Elastic Buckets (SEB), which
achieves protection against flooding attacks.

(6)

b∈B

We further define the surplus S(b) as the (possibly negative) difference between the occupancy and the guaranteed
capacity:

S(b ∈ B) = Cn − O(b).

(8)

If s does not exhaust its guaranteed capacity (S(b) > 0),
because it has not sent “enough” messages, S(b) is provided
to other buckets requiring it, which means that their surplus
can become negative. However, when s sends a message at a
later point, overdrawn buckets (S(b) < 0) are emptied first.
These elastic quotas allow full exploitation of the local buffer
capacity, while maintaining strict message separation of different sources. Algorithm 1 shows SEB’s message insertion
procedure. We define the argument of the minimum function as arg minx∈S f (x) = {x ∈ S : f (x) = miny∈S f (y)}.
Algorithm 1 first inserts a new message in the corresponding source bucket Bs (l. 3). Until the total occupancy meets
C to satisfy Eq. (5) (l. 4), the algorithm drops messages
(l. 7) from the bucket with the smallest surplus (l. 5) in
order of the messages’ ranks (l. 6). We expain the message
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Table 3: All priority sets used in RESCUE.

Algorithm 1 Message Insertion using SEB
Input: MSG {The message to be inserted}
Input: B {The set of all buckets}
Input: C {Total capacity}
1: Ts := source’s identification token from MSG
2: Bs := B(Ts ) {Select source bucket}
3: Bs := Bs ∪ MSG {Add new MSG to the source bucket}
P
4: while
b∈B O(b) > C do
0
5:
B := arg minb∈B S(b) {Bucket with smallest surplus}
6:
MSG0 := arg minm∈B 0 MR(m) {message with the lowest
message rank}
7:
B 0 := B 0 \ MSG0 {Drop MSG0 from bucket}
8: end while

rank function in Section 6.3. Ties are broken at random if
there are two or more elements with the smallest message
rank. To assert that the buffer converges to a stable state, tie
breaking needs to be consistent, i. e., the same tie needs to
be broken consistently at a single node. We implement this
by comparing the salted hashes [36] of node’s identification
tokens, while the salt is drawn at random once by each node.
A tie is then broken by the smaller hash value.
SEB’s robustness relies on the fact that messages are
source-authenticated, and on the high costs of registering
multiple identities in RESCUE. Without the latter costs, an
attacker could assume multiple identities, flood the network
with messages and, thus, hijack a disproportional amount
of buffer capacity. In addition, SEB mitigates TTL spoofing
attacks where an attacker sets excessively high values for
∆t to maximize the lifetime of its messages: by separating
messages of different sources, an attacker would only be
able to replace its own messages.

6.3

Multi-Factor Message Rank

Within each bucket, SEB uses Message Rank (MR) for prioritization. MR prioritizes: (i) acknowledgments, (ii) messages
with the largest TTL, and (iii) messages with the smallest
payload size. Carrying messages with a large TTL increases
the probability that they will be delivered before expiration (we confirm this in Section 8), while small messages
take less time for transmission, and help to prevent buffer
fragmentation. Upon device contact, messages exchanged
first have a higher chance of actually being transmitted to
the next hop and eventually reaching their destination. A
sending node transfers messages in its buffer to a receiving
node R in the following order: (i) messages destined for
R, (ii) own messages, (iii) messages from other registered
users, (iv ) all other messages. Messages in each category
are sorted by MR. MR only relies on fields in the message
header. Since they are immutable, MR results in the same
order independent of the order in which messages were
received, which means that the buffers of two nodes will
converge to a stable state if the contact duration is long
enough. This is a problem that has been ignored by the
research community and is reflected by the fact that the most
popular network simulator for DTN research, ONE [37],
only implements non-converging random and FIFO-based
dropping strategies.

L EVEL
0
1
2
3

7

C ONTAINED NODES

P URPOSE

Local (own)
Social net./by MA
Other registered
Unregistered

DD lower bound
Sybil protection
Flooding protection
Best effort

S ECTION
7.2
7.3
6.2
7.4

L OCAL P RIORITY S ETS

Until now, we have assumed that MAs behave correctly and
cannot be compromised by an adversary. We recognize that
this is a strong assumption, since MA devices may be stolen
or infected with malware. However, if we lift our assumption on secure MAs, our buffer management presented in
Section 6 is vulnerable to Sybil attacks. This is because an
adversary that gets hold of an MA can generate as many
certificates as it wants. Since SEB allocates buffer resources
fairly among all nodes, a Sybil attacker would receive an
unfair amount of buffer space. In this section, we secure
RESCUE even against such Sybil attackers by leveraging
the concept of secure message copies using priority sets where
nodes prioritize messages originating from a certain set of
other nodes in the network.
In the following, we first introduce the concept of secure
copies, explain the workings of priority sets, and discuss
Sybil-secure fill strategies. Finally, we explain how priority
sets also help to securely support unregistered users.
7.1

Secure Copies

In direct delivery (DD) forwarding, nodes do not carry
messages for others, but only deliver their own messages
when they actually encounter the destination. Obviously,
this diminishes the advantage of having “data mules,” but
DD has a desirable security property: it is inherently immune
to flooding attacks even from Sybil attackers since each node
simply does not carry messages for other nodes. In other
words, DD ensures that there is always one copy of every
message in the network, namely in the buffer of the source
node. We call this a secure copy, i. e., a message copy that
an attacker cannot remove or replace. In the case of DD, the
number of secure copies per message is exactly one. Though
this is a very simple strategy, other buffer management
schemes fail to achieve this guarantee. For example, when
using FIFO, the node’s own messages might be replaced
by more recently received messages of other nodes. In
the following, we increase the number of secure copies to
improve delivery reliability.
7.2

Priority Sets Overview

We apply the idea of secure copies to SEB to mitigate Sybil attacks. In particular, we propose to prioritize certain buckets
in SEB (e. g., the node’s own bucket) such that they are emptied last when the buffer capacity is exceeded. We model the
general assignment of node identities (and their buckets)
to priorities via priority sets (PS). How we implement the
assignment of node identities to PS, i. e., deciding which
nodes’ messages should be prioritized, is crucial for the
system’s security and is the core question that we address
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in this section. Making individual local decisions makes it
hard for an attacker to appear in all PS, thus preventing that
their messages fill the buffers of all other nodes. By using
PS, each node essentially gains a number of secure relays that
prioritize messages for it, effectively increasing the number
of secure copies. Next, we show how the PS concept integrates
with SEB (Section 6), and discuss how PS can be used to
protect against Sybil attacks in Section 7.3.
To integrate PS in SEB, we need to ensure that buckets of
nodes in a PS are emptied last. We generalize this approach
by allowing an arbitrary number of PS levels l. For the
remainder of this work, we denote Sl as the priority set
at level l. The set with the lowest level has the highest priority.
Formally, Sl are pairwise disjoint subsets of B :
[
Sl = B and Sl ∩ Sk = ∅, l 6= k
l=0,...

To use priority sets with SEB, we adapt Algorithm 1 to
start removing messages from the buckets with the lowest
priority. In particular, we change Line 5 to first select the
non-empty PS with the lowest priority, i. e., largest level
l. Then, we select the bucket with the smallest surplus as
follows:
5a: l0 := maxl {l : Sl 6= ∅}
5b: B 0 := arg minb∈S 0 S(b)
l
To achieve the performance of DD (at least one secure
copy per message), S0 only includes the local node, such
that messages of the local node are removed last. We explain
more PS levels in the following sections and we summarize
all PS levels used in RESCUE in Table 3.
7.3

A Sybil-secure Priority Set

How to select the nodes that are to be put in S1 is key
to achieving protection against Sybil attacks. The selection
strategy needs to ensure that the nodes residing within
each set are (preferably) different for each node and it is
hard for the Sybil attacker to become a member of many of
those sets. In the following, we discuss two PS fill strategies
that are secure against Sybil attacks and can be practically
used in emergency scenarios. The members of this set are
selected either (i) by exploiting social relationships between
the nodes, e. g., by leveraging phone numbers in the address
book of the users’ smart phones, or (ii) by letting the MA
assign the set during registration. We now present both
approaches in detail.
Pre-registration: Social Networks. Social networks have
been considered as a solution for effectively detecting Sybil
identities [14]. While the particular method [14] is unpractical in DTNs (it needs to perform online verifications),
we borrow the idea of using social networks as a defense
against Sybil attacks. We exploit the user’s social network
to prioritize messages from direct neighbors in the user’s
social graph, e. g., those nodes that are in the local node’s
address book. Since the attacker has no control over uncompromised devices, they cannot forcibly add themselves to
others’ address books, thus, they will not be able to appear
in the PS of legitimate nodes. This option is only available
for users that were able to register with an authority before
the disaster, e. g., using their SIM card (Table 2), and were
able to resolve the phone number to the RESCUE public key

via a central server similar to secure messaging applications
(e. g., Signal). For all users that registered during a disaster
with an MA, a different method is required.
Post-registration: MA-assigned. We assume that most users
will only register post-disaster and, thus, cannot use social
contacts to fill their PS. However, we can leverage the
trustworthiness of MAs by letting MAs suggest identities
for the priority set during registration. We propose that
the suggested identities are those that recently registered
with the MA.2 Since an attacker is not able to manipulate
the PS of nodes that registered with the MA before being compromised, only nodes that registered after an MA
compromise may be affected by PS manipulations.3 The
latter may experience a decreased service quality since their
identities will not appear in the PS of other nodes. This
effectively reduces the number of secure copies for their
messages to one, which is the same for other unregistered
users. Other than that, they are not affected negatively by
registering with a compromised MA.
For both strategies, we need to determine the size of S1
(number of contacts in the users’ address books and size
of MA-suggested list, respectively) in order to be effective
against Sybil attackers. In Section 8, we empirically show
that a small PS size is sufficient to withstand Sybil attacks.
7.4

Supporting Unregistered Users

Apart from Sybil attacks, PS enable us to solve another
remaining problem: secure support for unregistered nodes.
To this end, we simply introduce another PS with a priority
level higher than the one used in Section 7.3. This essentially
assigns all remaining buffer capacity to unregistered nodes.
These nodes will consequently receive the lowest qualityof-service level since their messages will be dropped first.
However, we show later that in case the network is not fully
congested (i. e., not during a flooding attack), unregistered
users receive a quality-of-service level similar to that of registered users. Even when the network is under a flooding attack, performance never drops below the DD lower bound.
For unregistered nodes, the identification token Ts required
for Algorithm 1 is derived from the network identifier.

8

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the behavior of our security
mechanisms in large networks using the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [37] which is a wellaccepted tool in the DTN research community. We first describe our evaluation scenario and present the performance
results of RESCUE under flooding and Sybil attacks. Finally,
we repeat the experiments under an accurate realistic mobility model for large-scale natural disasters. RESCUE is
resilient against several attacks, since it leverages concepts
from related work that have been shown to be secure. Therefore, we refrain from studying those attacks via experiments
2. An MA will consequently not assign any identities to the S1 set of
the first user that registers. To also assign identities to the first users, an
MA could use a set of known identities that registered pre-disaster.
3. Using this method, an adversary may be present in the PS of
legitimate nodes by registering at an MA during disasters. However,
the adversary may only register few identities this way, since it is hard
to register multiple times at an MA (see Section 5.3).
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and focus on evaluating RESCUE’s novel mechanisms to
protect against flooding and Sybil attacks.
8.1

Scenarios

We consider two scenarios as detailed in Table 4: a synthetic
scenario to isolate the effect of two distinct attacks on the
network (Sections 8.2 and 8.3) and a Typhoon Haiyan scenario to assess performance under more realistic conditions
(Section 8.4). In both scenarios, we consider three different
node classes: pre-registered, post-registered, and unregistered.
During the course of the simulation, all post-registered nodes
start unregistered, and become registered until the end of
the simulation linearly over time. All nodes listed as unregistered in Table 4 remain unregistered. For simplicity, we
only evaluate two authorization levels (Section 5): registered
and unregistered. In the Typhoon Haiyan scenario, we have
additional roles such as injured and healthy citizens, urban
search-and-rescue teams (USRT), and UN officials, which
all have distinct mobility patterns (refer to [38] for details).
We use epidemic routing and compare four different buffer
management strategies: (FIFO) uses a first-in first-out queue
as prioritization and drop strategy, (MR) uses Message Rank
instead of a FIFO queue, (SEB) employs our Source-based
Elastic Buckets and uses all priority set levels except for S1 ,
and (PS) makes use of all priority set levels. For the evaluation of the Sybil attack scenario, we additionally include
the direct delivery (DD) buffer management strategy as a
benchmark. We choose a small buffer capacity to exaggerate
the effect of the different buffer management strategies. The
message size is fixed to avoid fragmentation effects in the
buffers. The simulation parameters in the Typhoon Haiyan
scenario were chosen in accordance to Stute et al. [38] for
comparison reasons. We use the ONE simulator v1.6.0 [37]
for our experiments and, unless stated otherwise, show the
average over ten runs with different seeds.
8.2

Flooding Attack

We first evaluate the resilience of different buffer management strategies against a small number (5 %) of attackers
Table 4: Simulation Settings
Scenario
Mobility
Speed
Duration
Dimensions
Total Nodes
Unregistered
Post-registered
Pre-registered
Message Rate Rn
Message Size
Message Lifetime
Buffer Capacity
Buffer Mgmt.
Routing
Radio Link

Synthetic

2013 Typhoon Haiyan

Map RWP (Helsinki)
90 % ped., 10 % car
12 h (+5 h cool down)
4500 × 3400 m2

Natural Disaster [38]
100 % pedestrian
168 h = 7 days
5000 × 7000 m2

1000
—
800
200

500 (7 roles [38])
injured citizens
healthy citizens
all others

0.1 s−1 (10 s interval)
25 KB
5h
5 MB

0.1 s−1 (10 s interval)
25 KB
12 h
20 MB

FIFO, MR, SEB, PS, DD
Epidemic
Bluetooth (2 Mbit/s at 10 m range)

injecting bogus messages at a high rate in the synthetic
scenario. The attackers maximize message lifetime of their
messages: they address their messages to nonexistent destinations, so that acknowledgments are never returned; and
they set the message lifetime to a value that is larger than
the simulation time to keep their messages persistent unless
they are dropped by the buffer management. Valid users
choose the destination randomly among all other valid
users. Figure 3 shows the overall delivery rate and delay for
different attacker injection rates R as a function of the valid
users’ injection rate Rn . Note that R and Rn are aggregate
rates, e. g., R = 1Rn means that all attackers inject as many
messages as all valid users combined. To better understand
the results, Fig. 3 differentiates between registered and unregistered users, and includes the network-wide copies per
message during the attack. We make multiple observations.
Importance of ACKs. In a benign setting, ACKs help to keep
buffers clean (SEB and MR). Once a message is delivered
(Fig. 2a), the number of copies in the network reduces about
as quickly as they increased (Fig. 3a) yielding perfect (i. e.,
100 %) delivery rates.
FIFO vs. MR. Using FIFO as a buffer management strategy
does not yield satisfactory results even in a benign scenario because buffer states do not converge: FIFO always
accepts an incoming message even if it has previously been
dropped. Performance further decreases as the attackers’
injection rate is increased (Fig. 2c). On the other hand, prioritizing messages by deadline is apparently a very effective
metric to achieve 100 % message delivery in less than 1
hour (MR in Fig. 2a) but, at the same time, is tremendously
susceptible to flooding attacks, as it uses the TTL for prioritization that the attacker manipulates by setting an arbitrarily
large message lifetime, thus, reducing the message delivery
rate to about 5 % (Fig. 2c). This occurs since the attacker is
able to quickly remove virtually all valid message copies in
the network (Fig. 3b).
SEB Mitigates Flooding Attacks for All Registered Users.
SEB uses MR as a secondary metric within each bucket.
Therefore, SEB can achieve the same delivery rate as standalone MR (plots in Fig. 2a overlap), but maintains a high
delivery rate of more than 90 % even under the flooding
attack (Fig. 2c). In fact, as we vary the flooding injection rate,
performance only decreases for unregistered users (Fig. 2g),
while all other groups (Figs. 2d to 2f) remain unaffected. Since
SEB’s delivery rate did not change from R = 1Rn to 2Rn ,
we abstain from studying further increased R values.
8.3

Sybil Attack

In our next experiment, we evaluate the impact of a Sybil
attacker on RESCUE, again in the synthetic scenario. The
Sybil attacker is a single node (physical position) that can
generate an unlimited number of registered identities, e. g.,
by compromising an MA. To cause maximum harm, the
attacker executes a flooding attack as in Section 8.2 but
uses a new identity for each injected message, therefore undermining our fair buffer management. Below, we compare
the results of DD, SEB, and PS. To isolate the effect of our
Sybil-secure priority set, we include an additional strategy
PSo which only uses S0 and S1 (i. e., this strategy does
not relay messages for unregistered nodes and registered
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Figure 2: Flooding attack. Delivered messages over the delivery delay for different attacker injection rates R (top) and
user groups at R = 1Rn (bottom)
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Figure 4: Sybil attack. Delivered messages over the delivery delay and message lifetime at R = 1Rn .
nodes that are not in the Sybil-secure priority set). We omit
the results for FIFO and MR since they already performed
poorly under a non-Sybil attack. We set the Sybil-secure
priority set size |S1 | to 10. For the pre-registered nodes,
the sets are generated from a fixed-degree random graph,
while the sets of the post-registered nodes are determined
by the |S1 | most recently post-registered nodes. For space
reasons, Fig. 4 shows only the results for the pre-registered
and unregistered group.
Sybil Attacker Replaces All Non-secure Copies. In Fig. 4a,
we can see that the delivery rate for SEB significantly
decreases under a Sybil attack compared to Fig. 2e. With

PS, the situation improves enormously. The secure copies in
S1 work as intended, so that there is a small number (≤ |Sl |)
of message copies that propagate through the network. Conversely, this experiment also shows that all |Sl | with l > 1
are completely vulnerable to a Sybil attack: the attacker is
able to effectively replace all non-secure copies, which is confirmed by the almost identical performance of PSo and PS
(overlap in Fig. 4a). Therefore, the network already operates
at its lower performance limit. Further increasing the attacker’s injection rate (beyond R = 1Rn ) or the number of
attackers should, thus, not affect the network’s performance.
This behavior demonstrates the resilience aspect of RESCUE:
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even under a strong attack, RESCUE continues to operate
considerably well but with reduced performance.
Direct Delivery Defines the Lower Bound Performance.
In Fig. 4c, we show the performance for unregistered users.
We see that the performance (even with PS) is significantly
lower than for registered users. However, all of our buffer
management strategies perform better than DD, asserting
our claim of achieving a lower bound performance. SEB
performs slightly better as it can take advantage of the
epidemic flooding at the beginning of the simulation when
the attacker’s messages have not yet fully saturated the network. PS performs better because some of the unregistered
nodes become registered while their messages traverse the
network and, thus, are prioritized by other nodes which
also receive the new identity certificate. Figure 4d shows
the average message copies which increase towards the end
of the message lifetime.
8.4

2013 Typhoon Haiyan Scenario

To evaluate how RESCUE would perform in a disaster scenario, we repeat our experiments under an accurate human
mobility model for large-scale natural disasters [38]. This
model features seven different node roles (including citizens
and professional disaster response teams (DRTs)), various
points-of-interest (base camps, etc.), and time-of-day dependent activities. Depending on the group, we consider that
users are registered (3) or unregistered (7). We evaluate
RESCUE in the Typhoon Haiyan scenario (city of Tacloban,
Philippines) with a total of 500 nodes. We show the intergroup message delivery rates for PS in Figs. 5 and 6. For
space reasons, we only show the results for no attacker
(Fig. 5) and for the Sybil attack with a flooding rate of
R = 1Rn but with different values for |S1 | (Fig. 6). The
Sybil attack is the same as in Section 8.3 with the difference
that the attacker node is chosen randomly from the DRO
group, since this group is the best connected one due to
high contact rates.
Impact of Mobility Model. In comparison to our synthetic
scenario, the most striking difference is that we do not
achieve perfect delivery rates when no attackers are present
(compare Fig. 2a and Fig. 5). These differences are caused by

DROs 3

USRTs 3

UN 3

Govt. 3

Scientist 3

Healthy 3

Healthy 7

Injured 7

Receiver

Injured 7 0.18 0.31 0.22 0.29 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.28

1.0
Message delivery rate

Healthy 7 0.40 0.58 0.56 0.59 0.64 0.63 0.58 0.58

the underlying mobility, e. g., some nodes (injured citizens)
do not move at all. In addition, the synthetic scenario features
fast-moving cars and a higher node density. Since cars might
not be usable due to blocked roads, we focus on pedestrians
only. Still, PS achieves significantly better results than FIFO.
This suggests that PS is applicable even to benign settings.
Effectively No Service for Unregistered Citizens. Unregistered users (7) are almost completely denied service
under attack, experiencing a delivery rate of 19 % at most
(Fig. 6). Those citizens already receive reduced service in
a benign scenario (Fig. 5). The direct-delivery performance
that is achieved under attack does not suffice to maintain
a reasonable delivery rate. This discrepancy emphasizes
the importance of user registration especially under a Sybil
attack.
Impact of PS Size. Under attack, delivery rates drop significantly for all groups (Fig. 6a). While well-connected
registered groups can still achieve inter-group delivery rates
above 90 %, unregistered groups are effectively cut off from
communication. The situation for registered nodes improves
when we increase |S1 | from 10 up to 50 (Figs. 6b and 6c): at
|S1 | = 50, the delivery rate is only 3–12 % lower than in a
benign setting. However, as expected, increasing |S1 | has no
effect on unregistered users.
Delivery Asymmetries. We detect asymmetries in the delivery rates between certain group pairs in Fig. 5 such as
the registered DROs and the unregistered injured citizens
(0.54 vs. 0.28). These asymmetries can be explained by
our PS levels: registered users can utilize secure relays than
unregistered ones. These asymmetries might influence the
design of applications building on RESCUE.
8.5

Threats to Validity

We designed RESCUE to be agnostic to the underlying
mobility model. While this makes our approach applicable to different scenarios, we acknowledge that—as with
any DTN—the nodes’ mobility behavior governs its overall
performance, i. e., reliability and delay. This means that
RESCUE’s performance might vary in different scenarios.
To assess the extend to which mobility influences performance, we considered two distinct scenarios that cover two
extremes: (i) a well-connected network with several fastmoving nodes and (ii) a poorly connected network with
slowly moving nodes. We expect that performance in other
scenarios with similar features will fall between these two
scenarios. Therefore, we can view the results presented in
this section as an operating range when assessing whether
RESCUE should be deployed in a particular (other) scenario.

Sender

Healthy 3 0.46 0.69 0.63 0.62 0.70 0.71 0.69 0.72
Scientist 3 0.52 0.73 0.59 0.69 0.75 0.77 0.80 0.75
Govt. 3 0.57 0.80 0.75 0.79 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.92
UN 3 0.58 0.81 0.75 0.75 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.93
USRTs 3 0.51 0.74 0.63 0.75 0.81 0.81 0.96 0.94
0.0

DROs 3 0.54 0.75 0.68 0.75 0.82 0.82 0.94 0.98

Figure 5: Typhoon Haiyan scenario. No attack (R = 0).
Message delivery rates between roles using PS.
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C ONCLUSION

In this work, we presented RESCUE, a communication
framework for resilient and secure disruption-tolerant emergency communication on mobile devices. RESCUE is the
first secure emergency communication solution that allows
users to join the network during disasters when infrastructure networks are unavailable by deploying mobile
authorities in the field. In addition, we are the first to
present a buffer management approach to mitigate flooding
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Healthy 3 0.11 0.40 0.36 0.33 0.40 0.41 0.26 0.30

Healthy 3 0.17 0.48 0.45 0.41 0.49 0.51 0.36 0.41

Scientist 3 0.17 0.39 0.29 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.54 0.47
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Sender
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Govt. 3 0.29 0.61 0.57 0.64 0.78 0.78 0.81 0.84

UN 3 0.16 0.38 0.34 0.40 0.67 0.70 0.61 0.68

UN 3 0.21 0.48 0.43 0.50 0.73 0.74 0.71 0.76

UN 3 0.31 0.60 0.55 0.60 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.86

USRTs 3 0.12 0.33 0.28 0.44 0.59 0.59 0.84 0.81

USRTs 3 0.18 0.44 0.36 0.53 0.62 0.64 0.87 0.85

USRTs 3 0.26 0.57 0.46 0.64 0.69 0.70 0.92 0.89

DROs 3 0.13 0.36 0.32 0.42 0.61 0.62 0.82 0.86

DROs 3 0.19 0.46 0.41 0.52 0.65 0.66 0.85 0.89

DROs 3 0.27 0.59 0.52 0.62 0.71 0.72 0.90 0.94

(a) |S1 | = 10

(b) |S1 | = 20

(c) |S1 | = 50

Figure 6: Typhoon Haiyan scenario. Sybil Attack (R = 1Rn ). Message delivery rates between roles using PS.
attacks even in the presence of Sybil attackers. In particular,
our solution uses a minimalistic communication protocol
and implements flooding mitigation via source-based elastic
buckets that prevent attackers from purging valid messages.
We also leveraged the concept of secure copies to implement
priority sets to offer protection against Sybil attacks. We evaluated our solution in a synthetic scenario and have shown
that, under flooding attacks, RESCUE maintains a delivery
rate of 100 % for all registered users, while unregistered
users experience a drop of up to 20 %. In the presence of
a Sybil attacker, RESCUE maintains a delivery rate close
to 100 % for all registered users, while unregistered users
can still deliver more than 60 % of their messages. Finally,
we confirmed that RESCUE performs well in a realistic
natural disaster scenario and showed that the priority set
size can be increased to improve the delivery success under
a Sybil attack. In future work, we will integrate our buffer
management strategies into an existing DTN implementation to evaluate performance and energy efficiency on
mobile devices. In addition, we want to further investigate
the relation between messages copies and delivery rates
to appropriately dimension the priority sets. Finally, the
proposed solution should be investigated in applications
of the Internet-of-Things or in Fog computing scenarios.
Here, we find similar heterogeneous device setups and often
fluctuating network connectivity.
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